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1/2 N E S T H O C K E R
Please watch the movie! We are all strange birds, building nests around ourselves to feel warm and snug. How lucky that
Penny offers us loads of stuff to keep improving our nests!

 ×

NESTHOCKER (parazoid)

Solution

A pair of birds, sitting in their nests -
symbolic for mankind, i.e. a couple
who have built a nice comfy home
around them and are quite content
with its modest beauty. Perfect for
happily living along together. This
beauty and calm can, however, be
disturbed and damaged by
unforeseen events - good job we
have Penny to save our day!

I thought it would be nice to keep
the 'menace' of the chainsaw out of
sight and work only with the sound
level.

Translation:
- 'So what do we do now?'
- 'To Penny first.'

To those of you unfamiliar with the
German word 'Felgenbaum' - it is a
contraption used to store your car
wheels with summer/ winter tyres
on them, depending on which
season it is. Men over here seem to
love Felgenbäume and they adorn a
fair amount of German cellars.

http://www.jovoto.com/projects/the-penny-plot/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/the-penny-plot/ideas/17381
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parazoid
freelancer

Creative's top 5 skills

Copy Writing, Graphic Design, Illustration, Communication Concept
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http://www.jovoto.com/community/parazoid
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